CONGLETON PLEASURE RIDE
Sunday 18th November 2018

Thank you for your entry. You will be given a ride number
on arrival.
The ride starts between 9.30 & 11.00 am. Please do not
arrive at the venue before 9.00 am as the gates will be
locked. Please come before 10.00 am if you are riding the longer route.
This ride is being run jointly by the Cheshire Group of Endurance GB &
the Border Bridleways Association. A copy of the Risk Assessment will
be on display at the venue. We are very grateful to Siemens for allowing
us to use their car park but it must be left ABSOLUTELY CLEAN after
the ride. Therefore we insist that you DO NOT TIE HAYNETS
OUTSIDE YOUR VEHICLE & that you PICK UP ANY
DROPPINGS LEFT BY YOUR HORSE.
There will be a toilet but no water or refreshments at the venue.
Please note that cantering is not allowed on the Biddulph Valley Way.
Directions.
The venue is accessed from the A536 (Macclesfield Road) at the
north end of the large traffic island on the northern edge of
Congleton.
From Macclesfield turn left at the north end of the traffic island.
From all other directions follow the Macclesfield signs round the traffic
island but just before going left on the A536 take the small access road to
the right & cross into Jackson Road. Signed Eaton Bank Trading Estate.
Go down Jackson Road into Eaton Bank & the venue is at the bottom on
the left. A one way entry & exit system will be in operation. Entry is by
the lower gate on the left & the exit for both vehicles & horses is through
the upper gate. NB. There is no vehicle access to the venue from the
A54. You must come through Congleton & head for Macclesfield.
The post code for the offices opposite the venue is CW12 1PH
Emergency phone number on the day: 07742 093903
Enjoy your ride.

